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While operating a magnetic fusion device in H-mode has many advantages, care must be taken to

understand and control the release of energy during the H-L back transition, as the extra energy

stored within the H-mode transport barrier will have the potential to cause damage to material com-

ponents of a large future tokamak such as ITER. Examining a scenario where the H-L back transi-

tion sequence begins before the E�B shearing layer decays on its own, we identify a long-lived

precursor mode that is tied to the events of the H-L sequence and we develop a robust control strat-

egy for ensuring gradual release of energy during the transition sequence. Back transitions in this

scenario commonly begin with a rapid relaxation of the pedestal, which was previously shown to

be inconsistent with ideal peeling-ballooning instability as the trigger [Eldon et al., Phys. Plasmas

22, 052109 (2015)], despite being otherwise similar to a large type-I Edge Localized Mode (ELM).

This so-called transient occurs when the E�B shearing rate xE�B is significantly larger than the

turbulence decorrelation rate xT, indicating that this is not the result of runaway turbulence recov-

ery. The transient is always synchronous with amplitude and propagation velocity modulations of

the precursor mode, which has been dubbed the Modulating Pedestal Mode (MPM). The MPM is a

coherent density fluctuation, which, in our scenario at least, reliably appears in the steep gradient

region with f � 70 kHz, kh � 0:3 cm�1, and it exists for � 100 ms before the onset of back transi-

tions. The transient may be reliably eliminated by reducing toroidal rotation in the co-current direc-

tion by the application of torque from counter-injecting neutral beams. The transient in these “soft”

H-L transitions is then replaced by a small type-III ELM, which is also always synchronous with

the MPM, and MPM shows the same behavior in both hard and soft cases. VC 2015
AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4935919]

I. INTRODUCTION

High confinement mode (H-mode) is an attractive re-

gime for tokamak reactor operation as it allows higher tem-

perature, density, and confinement time than L-mode or

Ohmic operation.2,3 In H-mode, additional stored energy

builds up inside a transport barrier that is present at the outer

edge of the plasma, in the last �5% of closed flux surfaces.

During the termination phase of H-mode discharges, the

transition back to L-mode is often led by a transient spike in

Da emission and rapid relaxation of the edge pressure profile,

which is superficially similar to a large type-I ELM. This

occurs even in shots that are specifically constructed to pro-

duce a long “dithering” phase between ELM-free H-mode

and L-mode;4,5 that is, even slow transition sequences are

observed to include sudden drops in stored energy in addi-

tion to an otherwise gradual decay of energy. This is a prob-

lem because rapid pedestal relaxations are expected to cause

severe heat loads on plasma facing components in ITER.6–9

Although the Da spike and pedestal reduction at the start of

many H-L sequences are similar to the results of a large

type-I ELM, and this event has been referred to as a type-I

ELM in other work related to H-L back transitions,5 it has

been shown previously that the triggering mechanism is dif-

ferent: type-I ELMs result from ideal peeling-ballooning

instability,10,11 whereas these H-L back transition transients

do not.1 This means that attempts to predict heat loads for

these transients cannot take advantage of work that has been

done to develop scaling relations for ELM power deposi-

tion12 nor are ELM suppression techniques13 likely to be

effective.

Previous experiments have developed a scenario that

produces an intermediate confinement regime or “I-phase”

between L and H-mode and have used this to study L-H and

H-L transition physics.4,5 Results from these experiments

indicate that I-phase is consistent with a predator prey inter-

action between zonal flows and turbulence,14,15 and this

predator prey theory offers an explanation of essential L-Ha)Electronic mail: deldon@princeton.edu
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transition physics. However, the large initial transient

appears at the start of H-L back transition sequences and

breaks the symmetry between L-I-H and H-I-L transition

sequences, complicates efforts to understand H-L transitions,

and interferes with the “soft landing,” which might otherwise

be allowed by the H-I-L back transition sequence.16

Working in the scenario of Schmitz et al.5 (which pro-

duces I-phase as described above), with experimental setup

described in Section II, we seek understanding of the physi-

cal nature of the transient and a means to limit the amount of

energy it releases and pursue this in three investigations.

First, we test whether the initiation of the H-L sequence is

consistent with spontaneous decay and collapse of the trans-

port barrier (due to insufficient power), by tracking evolution

of the E�B shearing rate xE�B in comparison to the decor-

relation rate of turbulence xT. The hypothesis that the trans-

port barrier collapses on its own is described in more detail

in Section III A, and the results are presented in Section

III B. The results show that activity associated with the H-L

transition sequence, including the transient, begins when the

shear suppression mechanism is still strong, indicating that

the transitions in this scenario are not due to spontaneous

collapse of the transport barrier but instead are triggered by

some instability. This is true in “hard” (with the transient)

and “soft” (no large transient) transitions. Second, while

searching for clues about instabilities before the transition,

we find the so-called “Modulating Pedestal Mode” (MPM)

and characterize its properties in Section IV. The MPM

appears �100 ms prior to the transition sequences in these

experiments and grows in amplitude until the transition

begins. It is significant as the large transients in Da at the

start of hard H-L sequences and the small type-III ELMs at

the start of soft H-L sequences are synchronous with modula-

tions of the MPM in all cases observed. Third, in Section V,

we examine potential control strategies for mitigating or elim-

inating the transient and find that shots with low toroidal rota-

tion in the co-current direction are associated with “soft” H-L

transitions, which do not begin with sudden relaxations of

the pedestal. “Hard” H-L transitions, which are initiated by

the transient, occur when toroidal rotation is faster in the

co-current direction. Rotation is controlled by adjusting the

balance of power input by co- and counter-injecting neutral

beams.

II. EXPERIMENT SETUP

These DIII-D17,18 shots were performed using the pa-

rameters listed in Table I. The evolution of a typical H-mode

is shown in Fig. 1: A forward L-H transition completes at

3540 ms, and the plasma is in ELM-free H-mode until the

type-I ELMs begin at 3770 ms. The primary heating phase

lasts until 4200 ms, after which neutral beam injection (NBI)

is only used for diagnostic purposes. The last type-I ELM

occurs at 4230 ms. During the following ELM-free period,

pedestal density accumulates while the pedestal electron

temperature decays, resulting in a pedestal pressure that

remains fairly steady. At 4402 ms, a rapid (�1 ms) event

similar to the type-I ELMs reduces the pedestal density by

�50%, relaxes the pedestal pressure gradient, and releases

�10% of the total plasma stored energy, which is typically

300� 400 kJ before the reduction in these cases. The rest of

the dithering transition sequence follows. In some shots, a

de-rated neutral beam (reduced accelerating voltage and per-

veance to produce lower power) was running continuously

during the H-mode termination phase (which would be about

4200� 4500 ms in the example of Fig. 1: the blue shaded

area with some margin) to allow measurements with Beam

Emission Spectroscopy (BES),19 while modulated beams for

Charge Exchange Recombination spectroscopy (CER)20

were used alone in others (as in the example of Fig. 1).

TABLE I. Typical shot parameters.

Symbol Value Name

Bt �2.15 T Toroidal field

Ip 1.0 MA Plasma current

bN 1.0–2.0 Normalized beta

q95 4.6–4.9 Safety factor at 95% flux surf.

j 1.75 Elongation

d 0.3 Triangularity

a 0.58 m Minor radius

Rm 1.74–1.77 m R: Major radius

Rxpt 1.53 m R, dominant X-point

Zxpt �1.17 m Z, dominant X-point

Pinj 3300 kW (heat) 160 kW (diag.) Average neutral beam

power injected

�ne 1:7� 1019=m3 Line average density

before L-H transition

FIG. 1. History of H-mode from the conclusion of the L-H transition

sequence until the beginning of the H-L sequence. (a) Da emission from the

outer strike point and (b) neutral beam injected power. The modulations are

for diagnostic reasons and the average is shown by the thick line, (c) plasma

stored energy, (d) electron density pedestal height, (e) electron temperature

pedestal height, (f) pedestal electron pressure gradient. Electron quantities

determined from tanh fits21 to Thomson scattering data.22 Shot 154749.
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III. EVOLUTION OF E 3 B SHEAR PRIOR TO H-L
SEQUENCE

A. E3B shear layer collapse hypothesis

Turbulence suppression by radially sheared E�B flows

has been identified as the mechanism for sustaining the

H-mode transport barrier.3,23–28 The sheared E�B flow is

hypothesized to reduce the radial extent of turbulent eddies,

which reduces radial transport and allows a steepened pres-

sure gradient to form.27 In another interpretation,29,30 energy

is transferred from turbulence into benign fluctuations that

do not cause radial transport. Both pictures agree that radial

flow shear leads to turbulence suppression. Logically, a

reduction in flow shear could weaken the transport barrier.

Should the shearing rate (xE�B � @vE�B=@r) decay to the

point that turbulent transport began to recover, then the gra-

dients in the pedestal would be reduced. Reduction in the

diamagnetic contribution to the radial electric field from the

pedestal pressure gradient would further weaken the shear

suppression mechanism, allowing turbulent transport to

increase. If this process fed back on itself quickly enough,

the edge pressure could be very quickly reduced to L-mode

levels, and the resulting outflow of material would cause a

flash of Da light at the strike point, consistent with the

observed transient at the beginning of the H-L transition

sequence, which is shown, along with the experimental

setup, in Section II. The critical test is whether the shearing

rate (xE�B) decays before the transition sequence begins and

becomes comparable to the turbulence decorrelation rate

(xT) when the transient occurs. It will be shown in Section

III that decay of xE�B is quite small and that the transient

occurs when xE�B > xT , so the transient is not triggered by

a rapid increase in turbulence resulting from the collapse of

the shear suppression mechanism. This motivates the search

for a different explanation, leading to the investigation of the

MPM in Section IV.

B. Measurement of E 3 B shear prior to H-L sequence

Measurements of xE�B were made using CER. The ra-

dial electric field was calculated from force balance using

Eq. (1), which is valid if pressure p, density n, and flow ve-

locity v are measured for the same species (fully stripped

carbon in this case: charge state Z ¼ þ6).27

Er ¼
@p=@r

Zen
� vhB/ þ v/Bh: (1)

The shearing rate for flute like turbulence (Dg� 1, in

contrast to ballooning-like turbulence: Dg � p, where JBDg
is the parallel correlation length25 and J ¼ ð ~rw� ~r/ �
~rhÞ�1

is the Jacobian) as a result of shear in the vE�B drift27

is given by the following equation:

xE�B ¼
RBhð Þ2

B

@

@w
xE: (2)

The E�B rotation frequency xE ¼ Er=RBh is calculated

from CER measurements and then fit to Eq. (A1), 31 which

may be found in the Appendix. For comparison, the plasma

frame turbulence decorrelation rate xT is computed using

data from vertically separated BES chords as described in

Subsection 2 of Appendix A.

The results are shown in Figs. 2 and 3 for typical back

transitions with and without the initial transient, respectively

(means of avoiding the transient are documented in Section

V). Reduction in turbulent transport by E�B flow shear

should be expected when xE�B � xT (H-mode), with

xE�B � xT resulting in a weaker suppression effect (not H-

mode).25 These results show that xE�B remains well above

xT until after the back transition sequence begins in both

cases. Furthermore, the ratio xE�B=xT is fairly steady at val-

ues well above 1. In order for a back transition to be initiated

by spontaneous failure of the shear layer, xE�B=xT would

have to decay leading up to the transition. Thus, the back

transition sequence is not triggered by decay of xE�B during

the period before the start of the sequence and some other

mechanism must be responsible.

IV. CHARACTERIZATION OF MODULATING PEDESTAL
MODE

Since the hard H-L back transition transient is not an

ideal P-B type-I ELM1 and is not due to spontaneous col-

lapse of E�B shear suppression, we now seek to understand

the start of the H-L sequence by examining the properties of

fluctuations in the pedestal prior to the start of the sequence.

During the ELM-free period starting shortly after NBI

power is reduced to minimal diagnostic levels and before the

FIG. 2. xE�B and xT comparison for the termination phase of an H-mode

with a hard H-L transition. (a) Value of xE�B at the peak at the inside of the

Er well (data: black X w/ gray error bar; smoothed trend: solid red line with

propagated uncertainty indicated by dashed red lines); xT (blue) calculated

during the ELM-free period prior to the beginning of the transition sequence.

(b) xE�B=xT . (c) Line average density (black), pedestal e– density (blue),

and pedestal e– pressure (red). (d) Da emission at the outer strike point. NBI

was reduced to diagnostic levels at 4505 ms. Most quantities from shot

159355, with beams setup for best CER data quality. Decorrelation rate cal-

culated from matched shot 154754, which used beams for BES. The time

sequences are aligned at the transient.
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start of back transition activity, a powerful coherent fluctua-

tion is seen with consistent properties in all fast density

measurements: BES, Doppler Back Scattering (DBS),32

Millimeter-wave Imaging Reflectometer (MIR),33 and the

CO2 interferometer.34 Unfortunately, fast electron tempera-

ture measurements from the Electron Cyclotron Emission

(ECE)35 diagnostic are unavailable because typical densities

in these experiments result in cut-off of the critical ECE

chords. DIII-D’s magnetic probe system36 is also challenged

as the poloidal wavelength of the MPM is roughly equal to

the length of the pickup coils that are used for measuring

changes in the magnetic field. The MPM is observed before

the start of both hard and soft H-L transition sequences and

also commonly reappears between the first few dithers or

type-III ELMs of the sequence.

The layout of BES chords is shown in Fig. 4. Data from

BES column 6 will be used unless otherwise specified.

The following sub sections will detail the signature of

the MPM on spectrograms of rapid density fluctuations (Sec.

IV A), examine modulations in amplitude and propagation

velocity of the MPM (Sec. IV B), analyze the dispersion

properties of the MPM (Sec. IV C), and determine the radial

and poloidal localization of the peak fluctuation power asso-

ciated with the MPM (Sec. IV D).

A. Fluctuation spectra evolution prior to the H-L back
transition

Spectrograms of density fluctuations measured with

BES during the termination phases of example H-modes

with hard and soft back transitions are shown in Fig. 5. In

the hard (soft) case, heating power was cut at 2150 ms

(4400 ms), type-I ELMs stopped at 2210 ms (4424 ms), and

the beam used for BES measurements was turned on at

2260 ms (4400 ms). It can be seen that, for both cases, the

fluctuation power peaks between 40 and 80 kHz and grows

in amplitude until the event at 2442 ms (4653 ms), which is

associated with a bright burst of Da emission from the diver-

tor strike point in the case of the hard H-L transition

sequence. For this type of event, which is discussed in more

detail later, the associated Da spike can be large, small (like

the type-III ELMs), or absent [as in the example shown in

Fig. 5(d)] and the size or absence of the Da spike is qualita-

tively consistent across all filterscope chords in the upper

and lower divertors and those tangent to the edge of the

plasma at the outboard midplane. It can be seen that the

mode has some spectral sidebands. The bands are roughly

5 kHz apart at 2400 ms (4630 ms), but they can be seen to

contract together over time.

Despite dramatic differences in the outcome of the first

“event” of the sequence (which is a rapid slowdown of the

MPM’s propagation velocity, as shown in Section IV B),

there is no obvious difference in the MPM between cases

with hard and soft H-L transitions. Thus, the following char-

acterization of the MPM applies to both hard and soft cases.

Several magnetic probes do pick up pieces of MPM’s

spectral signature, consistent with the measurements shown

in Fig. 5. The signature appears more strongly on a subset of

probes that have smaller physical dimensions than is typical

(they have �1=3 of typical length), although all but one of

these also include significant noise. Figure 6(a) shows the

spectrum of magnetic fluctuation power on a linear color

scale for the single short probe without high noise. The noise

problem is demonstrated in Fig. 6(b), which is the spectrum

of another short probe but with obvious pollution at about 55

and 70 kHz, preventing analysis of the critical part of the

spectrum. Figure 6(c) shows the result from one of the longer

probes with vertical length comparable to the vertical wave-

length of MPM. It can be seen that the signal is very weak

compared to the background, but there is a hint of MPM ac-

tivity at around 70 kHz and 2425 ms. From these measure-

ments, we can conclude only that the MPM is not

electrostatic as its signature has been picked up by the one

probe which has appropriate dimensions and low noise. The

poor ability of all of the other probes to diagnose the MPM

prevents many standard magnetic analysis techniques,

including confident determination of toroidal mode number.

FIG. 3. xE�B and xT comparison for the termination phase of an H-mode

with a soft H-L transition. Compare with Fig. 2. NBI was reduced to diag-

nostic levels at 3300 ms. Most quantities from shot 159354. Decorrelation

rate calculated from matched shot 159358.

FIG. 4. Spatial position of BES chords relative to representative separatrix

(thick magenta line between columns 7 and 8), flux surfaces (dashed: closed,

solid: open), and limiting surface (black line).
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B. Amplitude and propagation velocity modulations of
the MPM prior to the H-L transition

The mode amplitude is modulated at �2 kHz before the

transition sequence begins, as seen in Fig. 7. The modulation

frequency is initially higher but decreases over time. This

can be seen in the spacing of the sidebands in Fig. 5.

Poloidal propagation of this mode can be seen in the

delay between signals on vertically separated chords with the

same radial position; the MPM propagates in the electron

diamagnetic direction, which is also the direction of vE�B in

the Er well. The BES diagnostic produces two types of meas-

urements: there is a fast signal that is AC coupled and digi-

tized at 1 MS/s for detecting high frequency fluctuations and

a slow signal which is DC coupled and digitized at 10 kS/s.

The ratio of fast/slow BES intensity ~I=I is proportional to

~n=n.19 Figure 8 shows contours of ~I=I / ~n=n. The tilt of

these contours is due to the poloidal propagation velocity vp,

with faster moving features producing more vertically ori-

ented stripes and slowly propagating features producing

more horizontally oriented stripes. It can be seen that as the

mode amplitude grows (stripes become “brighter”), the prop-

agation velocity slows down (the stripes tilt over to the right

more). By 2442.37 ms (0 on the plot axis), the perturbation

slows and eventually stops at the time when the hard back

transition occurs. The propagation velocity prior to the slow-

down is consistent with the local E�B drift velocity within

the uncertainty in the relative positions37,38 of CER and BES

chords. The slowdown happens in �100 ls, whereas CER is

configured with a 2.5 ms averaging window and the beams

are pulsed on for 5� 10 ms out of every 25 ms. Therefore, it

cannot be determined from these data whether vE�B experi-

ences a temporary reduction during the Da spike or if vp

departs from vE�B.

The dominant frequency and wavenumber of the MPM

are found using the method described in Appendix B. From

these, the lab frame propagation velocity vp and amplitude of

the dominant frequency component are found as well. The

results are plotted in Figure 9, along with Da for reference. It

can be seen in Fig. 9 that all of the quantities of interest are

experiencing modulation. The modulations in dominant fre-

quency and wavenumber are phased to produce minimal

change in vp for most of the time window, but changes in

FIG. 5. Spectrograms of a BES chord

aimed at the steep gradient region,

measuring fast density fluctuations

before the start of a hard H-L transition

sequence (a) and a soft transition (b).

The fluctuation properties are very

similar, despite obvious differences in

the corresponding time histories of Da

emissions from the outer strike point

(c and d) and pedestal density (e and

f). The FFT windows are 4096 samples

(4.096 ms) each with 95% overlap. The

Da traces are normalized to the large

type-I ELMs which occurred earlier in

the shot, before the start of the display

time window. In the case of the hard

transition, the large transient at

2442.37 ms, easily identified by the Da

spike in (c) is associated with a vertical

stripe in the spectrogram (a). Similar

fluctuation behavior before the soft

transition [at 4653.76 ms, see (b)] does

not always result in any spike in Da

emission, such as in this example.

FIG. 6. Magnetic fluctuation spectra for three _Bh probes at the machine mid-

plane. (a) A short (Lh ¼ 5:5 cm) probe with low noise which detects the

MPM’s signature. (b) Another short probe which experiences high noise in

the relevant frequency range. (c) A long (Lh ¼ 14 cm) probe with weak

pickup of the MPM (kh � 20 cm).
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propagation velocity become more significant before the

event at 2442.37 ms. During the penultimate peak in ampli-

tude, just before 2442 ms, the propagation velocity drops

noticeably (marked by a blue arrow in Fig. 9(d)). There is

another drop in vp just before the Da spike begins; this time

vp drops to �0 in a behavior that, for convenience, will be

referred to as “locking.”

From the measured kz ’ �kh � 30 m�1, the diameter of

the plasma cross section at the midplane Rmid;out � Rmid;in ¼
1:15 m, the local safety factor q¼ 4.7, and the assumption

that the mode is field aligned, we estimate the poloidal mode

number m¼ 17 and the toroidal mode number n¼ 3 or 4.

Testing for field alignment on DIII-D would require good

results from the magnetic probe system, which is unfortu-

nately not well suited to diagnose the MPM. However, it

would be surprising if the MPM’s structure were not

extended along the field lines.

C. Evolution of the MPM dispersion relation leading up
to the H-L transition

While Section IV B showed f and k for the dominant

component, it is also useful to view the dispersion relation of

the entire spectrum. This is accomplished by the local wave-

number analysis described in Appendix C and shown in

Figure 10 for time windows during the ELM-free periods

prior to the beginning of back transition sequence seen in

Fig. 5(b). BES and MIR data are shown in Figure 10 for

comparison. MIR measures kh along flux surfaces, while

BES measures kz from a vertical stack of chords, and kz

’ �kh near the midplane. The lower spatial resolution of

MIR relative to BES results in more smearing in k, but the

results are consistent. It can be seen that all of the frequency

components of the MPM lie along a straight line intersecting

k¼ 0, f¼ 0: the fundamental and the sidebands propagate at

the same propagation velocity vp. This means that the ampli-

tude modulation is propagating with the mode. In contrast, a

purely time dependent modulation would produce sidebands

at constant k but different vp.

D. Spatial localization of the MPM

The MPM radial position is strongly localized. The

banded structure seen in the spectrograms of Figs. 5(a) and

FIG. 8. Contours of BES ~I=I / ~n=n,19 for shot 154754 with a back transi-

tion starting near the end of the time window. The two plots show BES data

from columns of chords at R¼ 225.5 and 226.6 cm, respectively (columns 5

and 6, see Fig. 4). The chosen columns had the strongest indication of the

MPM. The time is given relative to the large spike in Da emission, which

begins at 2442.37 ms. The lower plot includes the chord used for Fig. 5(a).

FIG. 9. Time histories of (a) amplitude (~n=n), (b) frequency, (c) wavenum-

ber, (d) propagation velocity, and (e) semi-log plot of Da from a photodiode

aimed at the outer strike point. f and k are calculated by the fit to Eq. (B1). A

back transition begins at 2442.37 ms, marked by a vertical black dashed line.

The smoothed results are plotted in red with the un-smoothed results in light

gray to give a sense of the scatter produced by this method. Positive velocity

indicates propagation vertically upward at the outboard midplane.

FIG. 10. Dispersion plot: power vs. k, f for 3 ms of BES data (left) and

10 ms of MIR data (right). k is calculated from the cross-phase between

chord pairs (see Eq. (C1)). Data are aggregated from several chord pairs in a

vertical column (BES) or along a flux surface (MIR). This data set corre-

sponds to Fig. 5(b) at 4630 ms.

FIG. 7. 1 MS/s, AC coupled BES signal measuring short timescale density

fluctuations from the same chord as was used in Fig. 5(a). The thick red line

behind the raw signal is a smoothed Hilbert envelope: A ¼ jyþ iHðyÞj, where

i ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�1
p

and H() is the Hilbert transform. It can be seen that there is a clear

fundamental frequency. Thus, the MPM is coherent and the sidebands in the

spectrogram are simply the result of amplitude and frequency modulation.
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5(b) emerges very clearly from the background on chords

from only three columns in the BES array (5, 6, and 7; see

Fig. 4). The signature is fainter or undetectable on chords

located farther out or deeper into the plasma. This is also

reflected in the profile of ~n=n: Figure 11(a) shows the spa-

tially and temporally resolved amplitude of fluctuations dur-

ing the ELM-free period prior to the start of the back

transition sequence, frequency averaged between 40 and 80

kHz. From this plot, it is clear that this mode is localized to a

width of a few % in wN. Figure 11(b) shows the electron

pressure gradient for comparison, demonstrating that the

MPM is localized to the steep gradient region.

The mode is further localized to the low field side by

using a CO2 interferometer34 that measures line integrated

density along three vertical chords at the V1, V2, and V3

ports at R¼ 1.48, 1.94, and 2.10 m (compare to Rm ¼ 1:75 m

and Rm þ a ¼ 2.28 m) and one horizontal chord at the R0

port (midplane). Although the chords sample primarily

through the core, the mode being studied is strong enough

that it still stands out against the background of other fluctua-

tions picked up along the length of the interferometer chord.

That is, density fluctuations with the same temporal and fre-

quency evolution as shown in the BES data [Figs. 5(a) and

5(b)], including the spectral sidebands, are present in spec-

trograms from the interferometer. The characteristic banded

structure is seen clearly in the spectrogram (not shown) of

the vertical chord V3 at large R on the low-field side and is

almost undetectable by chord V1 on the high-field side.

Figure 12 shows the distribution of power in the relevant

frequency band on different interferometer chords. The aver-

age measured fluctuation power normalized to the length of

the interferometer chords in the region 0:92 < wN < 0:97

reveals that these fluctuations have at least �10� more

power on the low-field side V3 chord than on the V1 chord

that samples the high-field side. A significant increase in

power is seen from V2 to V3, which are 16 cm apart and

both on the low-field side. If one assumes that the power

picked up by the R0 chord is strongly dominated by the low

field side contribution, then all of this power can be assigned

to a radial position � 15 cm outboard of V3 and the intersec-

tion length can be halved, giving a normalized power greater

than double that of V3 and indicating even stronger localiza-

tion. Of course, not all power in the chosen frequency band

has to come from the mode, so this technique underestimates

the degree of localization. Thus it is concluded that the

MPM is radially localized slightly inside the separatrix and

to the low-field side. It is consistent with an instability of bal-

looning character.

While ideal, linear ballooning instability was eliminated

as a trigger for the H-L transient by previous work,1 a resis-

tive, kinetic, or nonlinear variant could still be unstable

before the H-L transition and might explain the MPM or the

transient. As seen in Figure 1, temperature decreases after

the beams are turned off, so resistivity (g � T�1:5
e ) increases.

Decreases in temperature are balanced by increases in den-

sity to maintain a nearly steady pressure gradient. Resistive

ballooning mode drive is roughly proportional to grp and

should be increasing.40 The lifetime of the MPM (>100 ms)

is far longer than linear growth timescales for common ideal

or resistive instabilities. For comparison, typical linear

growth timescales for ideal instabilities are on the order of

the Alfv�en time sA � 1 ls,10,41–43 whereas the linear growth

of resistive wall modes (which are among the slowest grow-

ing linear instabilities) is determined largely by the timescale

for flux to diffuse through the wall of the vacuum vessel

sw � 1� 10 ms in DIII-D.43–45 However, nonlinear instabil-

ities such as tearing modes46,47 can evolve on longer time-

scales of �100 ms.48 This suggests that the nonlinear

dynamics of the mode are important. If, for example, the

mode were nonlinearly saturated, then amplitude would

increase with drive. If the drive were proportional to resistiv-

ity, then the mode amplitude should slowly evolve during

the ELM free period before the back transition, consistent

with the observations shown in Figure 13.

V. CONDITIONS FOR SOFT H-L TRANSITIONS

Soft H-L transitions (without the large transients at the

start of the sequences) were observed in four cases: after

very short H-modes, after H-modes powered by ECH, in

connection with a sudden shape change executed in anticipa-

tion of the transient, and after H-modes that received primary

heating from NBI counter to the plasma current.

The short H-modes terminate before triggering any

type-I ELMs and have durations of �100 ms or less, which

is comparable to or shorter than the length of the termination

phases of the H-modes studied in earlier sections (see

Fig. 5). These cases probably do not have enough time to

evolve to a state that can drive the hard back transition.

Regardless of the reason for the soft transitions out of short

FIG. 11. Comparison of spatial localization of density fluctuations with 40 �
f � 80 kHz measured by BES to rpe measured by Thomson scattering (TS).

Primary heating power is cut at 2150 ms and a hard back transition sequence

begins at 2442 ms. (a) BES intensity fluctuation power normalized to average

intensity (ratio of fast to slow signals, proportional to ~n=n). All 64 BES chords

in a square array (see Fig. 4) at the outboard midplane are mapped to wN. FFT

windows are 10 ms long and power is averaged over the selected frequency

band. (b) �@pe=@wN . An EFIT39 equilibrium reconstruction with shifts to

correct the alignment of the profiles (see Appendix D) is used for mapping to

wN. Triangles at the edges of the plots indicate the spatial resolution of (a)

BES and (b) TS. The limited resolution of the BES compared to TS explains

why movement of the peak rp in (b) is not reflected by BES measurements

in (a).
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H-modes, they are of little interest. Strategies for producing

soft H-L transitions should be distinguished from the short

H-mode case by comparison between H-modes of similar

length with soft and hard H-L transitions or by the presence

of type-I ELMs at some point in the H-mode. Empirically,

co-NBI heated plasmas with our setup always experience

hard back transitions after ELMing. So, presumably an

ELMing plasma has had enough time to evolve to the point

where hard back transitions can be triggered.

The ECH H-modes were compared to NBI H-modes of

similar length. The H-L sequences following ECH were soft,

whereas the post-NBI cases were hard, as seen in Fig. 14.

So, use of ECH instead of NBI heating tends to help produce

a soft H-L transition sequence. Although several examples

similar to Fig. 14 exist, none of the ECH phases from this

experiment lasted long enough to produce ELMs. It is not

clear whether substituting ECH for NBI would allow a soft

transition out of a type-I ELMing plasma in this scenario and

more testing would be needed to determine this.

The sudden shape change involved an increase in upper

triangularity designed to modify the coupling strength

between peeling and ballooning modes and move the P-B

boundary in p0 � J space. This scheme was conceived of

before the transient was shown to be stable to ideal P-B

modes.1 The critical pressure gradient for a strongly coupled

P-B mode is a strong function of upper triangularity6,10 and

thus a rapid enough shape change should be able to tempo-

rarily outrun increases in pressure gradient, providing an op-

portunity for some other process to take over and initiate the

H-L sequence. Since the common initiator is not a strongly

coupled ideal P-B mode1 and p0 is not increasing before the

transition starts, this technique should not work as expected.

Despite these arguments, the technique appears to be suc-

cessful in removing the transient. Figure 15 shows the results

of a sudden triangularity increase in anticipation of the H-L

transition, where the H-L sequence on the right side of the

figure is initiated by a much smaller Da spike than the

sequence on the left side of the figure, and stored energy

FIG. 12. Localization to the low field

side by the interferometer. (a) Physical

positions of the interferometer chords

(blue and red lines) compared to the

pedestal region of the plasma (black).

A black asterisk marks the magnetic

axis. (b) Average fluctuation power for

45 < f < 95 kHz. (c) Fluctuation

power from (b) divided by the lengths

of the intersections of the chords with

the pedestal region. The start of back

transition activity starts shortly

(<1 ms) after the end of the time win-

dow from which data were taken. The

horizontal spacing between the points

for the vertical chords in (b) and (c) is

proportional to the physical locations

of the chords; R0 has been placed arbi-

trarily for ease of viewing.

FIG. 13. Relationship of MPM ampli-

tude with resistivity. Time histories of

(a) MPM amplitude, (b) electron tem-

perature at the top of the pedestal, (c)

Spitzer transverse resistivity at the top

of the pedestal,49 and (d) amplitude vs.

resistivity. The gray area represents

uncertainty determined by (a) local

standard deviation (essentially a mea-

sure of high frequency changes that are

treated as noise), (b) experimental

uncertainties propagated through the

smoothing kernel, and (c) standard

deviation of 200 Monte-Carlo trials

using experimental uncertainty in ne,

Te, and assuming 10% error in the

effective ion charge state Zeff.
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decreases smoothly, rather than falling suddenly in one step.

When the triangularity excursion was not timed correctly or

was absent, the transient occurred. It is clear that the quick

change is important: in the example shown in Fig. 15, trian-

gularity increases from 0.2 to 0.4. Simply running the dis-

charge at triangularity of 0.4 does not prevent the transient

from occurring; instead, triangularity must be set to a lower

value and then be increased quickly at the correct time. The

transient resulted if the shape change occurred too soon such

that the sequence began late in the flat top of the triangularity

excursion. It would be useful to conduct further testing to

determine whether this technique would work in the termina-

tion phase of an H-mode that had been heated for long

enough to produce type-I ELMs.

The most robust method for producing soft H-L transi-

tion sequences is through application of counter-torque dur-

ing the primary heating phase. Figure 16 shows an example

of this behavior. In particular, Fig. 16(a) compared to Fig.

16(b), 16(c) shows a large difference in the brightness of the

initial Da flash, and the plots of pedestal density (g) and

stored energy (j) show sharp drops associated with the tran-

sient at the start of the hard back transition in contrast to the

soft transitions, where density (h,i) and energy (k,l) decrease

more smoothly. It can be seen from the figure that although

the rotation imparted by the beams decays after primary

heating power is removed, a significant difference remains at

the start of the H-L transition sequence [Figs. 16(d)–16(f)].

The start of the sequence is being defined by the locking

behavior of the MPM (see Section IV) and marked by dotted

vertical lines. The beams used for diagnostics introduce a

small amount of co-torque during the termination phase:

blips for CER add an average of þ0.2 to þ0.3 Nm co-torque

and continuous beam usage for BES adds about þ1.0 Nm.

For comparison, torque injected during the heating phase is

�3.3 to �2.6 Nm or þ2.7 Nm to þ3.9 Nm for counter and co

setups.

Many counter-torque H-modes were produced and they

reliably underwent soft back transitions. The counter-torque

shots were interleaved with co-torque shots, which continued

to produce hard back transitions. A pair of co-torque shots

with hard transitions was surrounded by counter and bal-

anced torque shots, which experienced soft transitions, and

the counter torque shots were surrounded by co-torque shots

with hard transitions. So, the difference does not appear to

result from wall loading or other evolving conditions inside

the vacuum vessel. Because of the interleaving of co and

counter torque shots, it was easy to find hard counterparts for

soft transitions. It was found that for most co/counter pairs of

transitions, the only significant difference in the basic meas-

urements was in the toroidal rotation. Electron temperature

and density profiles were essentially identical in most cases,

as was the depth of the Er well.

FIG. 14. Comparison of H-L sequences following short NBI and ECH pow-

ered H-modes. A vertical dashed gray line indicates the start of the H-L

sequence. (a) Shows a step down in stored energy associated with a single

prominent Da flash (c), which stands out from its neighbors when the plasma

is heated with NBI (e). (b) shows more gradual release of energy with no

discontinuity and no stand-out Da flash (d) when heating power comes from

ECH (f). There is a pulse of NBI in (f) to enable some beam dependent diag-

nostics, but the momentum imparted by such a short pulse is small.

FIG. 15. H-L transition sequences with and without a sudden change in the

plasma boundary shape prior to the transition. A dashed vertical gray line

marks the start of the H-L sequence. (a) Stored energy, showing a sudden

drop associated with the large Da flash in (c) in a case with no intervention,

as seen by the steady value of the triangularity shaping parameter in (e). (b)

Stored energy with no sudden drops and no large Da flash (d) in a case where

the triangularity shaping parameter (f) was rapidly increased in anticipation

of the H-L sequence.
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Prompt energy and density losses and Da flash bright-

ness across the first event of the H-L sequence are plotted vs.

edge toroidal rotation frequency in Figure 17. It can be seen

in the figure that the balanced torque cases have properties

that are intermediate between the co and counter torque

cases. This suggests that the large transients and small type-

III ELMs at the start of hard and soft H-L transition sequen-

ces have related triggering mechanisms: the large transients

may be the high rotation limit of the type-III ELMs.

VI. DISCUSSION

We find that dithering H-L transition sequences in

DIII-D commonly begin when E�B shear should be

strongly suppressing turbulence, indicating that the low-

power ELM-free H-mode preceding the transition sequence

in our scenario is promoting the growth of some instability,

which reduces the pedestal height and thus weakens the dia-

magnetic contribution to Er, ultimately collapsing the shear

layer and terminating H-mode. This is true in “hard” back

transitions, where a large transient quickly relaxes most of

the pedestal pressure gradient in �1 ms and in “soft” back

transitions where the pedestal is gradually relaxed over

�100 ms by a series of type-III ELMs. In both cases, we find

a coherent density fluctuation that appears in the pedestal

and grows in amplitude until the start of the back transition.

This MPM is implicated as a conspirator in the death of the

transport barrier by the synchronization of its propagation

velocity “locking” events with the transients and type-III

ELMs of both types of H-L sequence. The MPM is

ballooning-like in its spatial localization, its long

( � 100 ms) lifetime is consistent with nonlinear saturation,

and the evolution of its average amplitude tracks increasing

FIG. 16. Control of the transient asso-

ciated with H-L transition sequences

by varying NBI torque. Power during

the primary heating phase was deliv-

ered by co, balanced, or counter inject-

ing beams, which were then turned off

to allow a back transition. (a) Large Da

flash at the start of a hard H-L

sequence and (b and c) smaller flashes

at the start of soft H-L sequences. (d-f)

Edge toroidal rotation, with the value

at the start of the H-L sequence marked

by a dashed horizontal line. (g-i)

Pedestal density, showing a sudden

step down associated with co-torque

only. (j-l) Stored energy, also showing

a step down for the co-torque case in

contrast to gradual decreases in the

balanced and counter torque cases.

FIG. 17. Prompt energy (a) and pedestal density (b) losses and Da flash

brightness (c) vs. edge toroidal rotation frequency for the first vp

locking event. Symbols indicate the direction of neutral beam torque injec-

tion: black squares for co-torque, blue diamonds for balanced torque, and

red triangles for counter-torque. Differences other than rotation and torque

were minimized by selecting a set of sequential shots with identical setup

and electron profiles. The prompt energy and density losses for the counter

torque cases are lost in the noise. Prompt losses for balanced torque cases

are small compared to co-torque cases, but they are now measurable above

the noise.
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resistivity in the steep pressure gradient region. These obser-

vations are consistent with a linearly unstable, nonlinearly

saturated, resistive ballooning mode. Future work could test

this hypothesis using a two-fluid model in a code such as

BOUTþþ50 while also exploring other explanations.

It was found that the expression of hard vs. soft transi-

tions was sensitive to toroidal rotation. However, there

appears to be a continuum of sizes available for the first event

of the H-L sequence, as demonstrated in Figure 17. This con-

tinuum of transient/type-III ELM sizes, together with the ob-

servation of identical MPM vp locking behavior synchronized

with transients and type-III ELMs, suggests that these events

are triggered the same way: the transient is a giant type-III

ELM. While type-III ELMs are somewhat ill-defined,51 it is

generally agreed that they occur below the ideal ballooning

limit and are probably triggered by a resistive instability.

Also of note is that although quickly co-rotating plasmas

experience large transients at the start of their H-L sequen-

ces, the second vp locking event typically results in a small

type-III ELM. The reduction in toroidal rotation during the

transient is not large enough to explain this. So, there must

be (unsurprisingly) other parameters of importance; probably

pressure gradient, but density may also be important.

Variation in pre-HL electron profiles between cases was

small, which helps to isolate the importance of vtor.

The MPM often lasts for >100 ms and should be fairly

easy to detect in real time by a growing difference in fluctua-

tion power in interferometer measurements by two vertical

chords in the relevant frequency range. This is enough time

for a control system to act to suppress the transient and

ensure a soft H-L transition or to increase power to avoid the

transition, assuming more power is available. Applying the

counter-injecting beams can reduce vtor sufficiently in

�100 ms and the triangularity change takes �100 ms, which

should be fast enough to soften a back transition. The con-

finement time is a few hundred ms and so increased power

should start to reach the edge in time to prevent an undesired

back transition. This could be useful, for example, in an

experiment studying H-mode close to the power threshold.

VII. CONCLUSION

The large initial transient observed in most H-L back

transition sequences in our experiments is probably driven by

the same mechanism as the small type-III ELMs, as both are

synchronous with identical vp locking behavior of the MPM

and a continuum of transient/type-III ELM sizes appears to

exist. The amplitude is very sensitive to edge toroidal rotation,

which in turn may be controlled by adjusting torque inputs to

the plasma. Activity associated with the dithering H-L transi-

tion sequence begins when xE�B > xT in the experiments

examined, showing that the early oscillatory behavior takes

place when the shear suppression mechanism is still strong.

Therefore, the large transients and first type-III ELMs of soft

transition sequences probably are not directly related to L-H/

H-L transition physics, but rather, are responsible for relaxing

the pedestal, which reduces the diamagnetic contribution to

vE�B and weakens the shear suppression mechanism, leading

to the H-L transition proper. The modulating pedestal mode is

a potential indicator of an impending H-L transition in a low

powered H-mode, at least for this class of plasma discharge,

and its lifetime is often long enough ( �100 ms) that a control

system might have a realistic chance of acting to avoid an

unintentional back transition.
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APPENDIX A: SHEARING AND DECORRELATION
RATE CALCULATIONS

1. Shearing rate calculations

The E�B rotation frequency is fit to the form developed

by Burrell31 and given by the following equation:

xE ¼ Bþ Ain
1þ ainxinð Þexin � e�xin

exin � e�xin

�Aout
exout � 1þ aoutxoutð Þe�xout

exout � e�xout

xin ¼ win � wNð Þ=win; xout ¼ wout � wNð Þ=wout

(A1)

where B, Ain, Aout, ain, aout, win, wout, win, wout are fit parame-

ters. The result is then used to calculate xE�B as described in

the text in Eq. (2).

One of the vertical CER chords in the outer half of the Er

well was unavailable during this experiment, so one point is

missing in the poloidal flow vh profile. However, toroidal flow

v/, temperature T, and density are still available, and vh is very

small and is not experiencing strong radial variation. Thus, the

vhB/ term in Eq. (1) is about 10% of the v/Bh term across

most of the profile and roughly 10% as large as the peak in the

diamagnetic term (p0=Zen). Furthermore, radial variation in vh

is comparable to the uncertainty in the measurements. Rather

than discarding important and valid information about the other

profiles, the missing point in vh is interpolated from its nearest

neighbors and assigned double uncertainty (compared to inter-

polating from its neighbors’ uncertainty). However, the term in

question is so small that the extra uncertainty is difficult to dis-

cern when propagated into the final product.

2. Turbulence decorrelation rate calculations

The time delayed cross correlation CðtdelayÞ is calculated

for a pair of chords, producing the red curve labeled

“Correlation” shown in Fig. 18(a). The Hilbert envelopeffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
y2 þ HðyÞ2

q
, where H(y) is the Hilbert transform, of

CðtdelayÞ is calculated (black curve above the red one) and

the coordinates of the peak are recorded. The coordinates
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from the peak correlations of several chord pairs with differ-

ent vertical separations are fit to CðtdelayÞ ¼ Cmax Exp

ð�jtdelayxT jÞ, as seen in Fig. 18(b). This procedure measures

the plasma frame decorrelation rate. Using the autocorrela-

tion time (as could be calculated from the width of the enve-

lope in Fig. 18(a)) gives the rate in the lab frame, which is

unsuitable because it includes spatial decorrelation as eddies

are advected past the BES chords by E�B drifts.52 If this

calculation is performed on the entire frequency range avail-

able from BES, a very low decorrelation rate is found due to

the presence of the coherent MPM and its sidebands, which

contribute significant power to the spectrum for

20 < f < 150 kHz. As seen in Section IV, the MPM is local-

ized like a ballooning mode, implying its parallel correlation

length is a fraction of the poloidal circumference of the

plasma. But the calculation of xE�B is for flute like turbu-

lence with very long parallel correlation length. So, the

Hahm-Burrell model of shear suppression is not applicable

to the MPM both because it is coherent rather than turbulent

and also because its spatial correlation properties are

ballooning-like rather than flute-like. Thus, the BES data are

bandpass filtered to 150 � f � 450 kHz before calculating

xT (f> 450 kHz is noise).

APPENDIX B: CALCULATING PEAK FREQUENCY AND
WAVENUMBER FROM CORRELATION FUNCTIONS

In order to measure the frequency f, wavenumber k, and

lab-frame propagation velocity vp of the mode in question,
~I=I / ~n=n was computed for each chord in a column. Time

delay cross correlation functions were calculated for each

unique chord pair, excluding correlations of chords with them-

selves. The result, Cðtdelay;DZÞ, where tdelay is the variable lag

time and DZ is the spatial separation of the chords, was fit to

Cðtdelay;DZÞ ¼ Cmax cos ð2pftdelay � kDZÞ
� Exp ½�jtdelay=scj	Exp ½�jDZ=kcj	 (B1)

where Cmax is the peak cross correlation, sc is the correlation

time, and kc is the correlation length. The IDL MPFIT53

implementation of the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm for

least squares minimization54 was used. An example of this

analysis is shown in Figure 19.

Cmax may differ from 1 as random noise will prevent two

separate chords from agreeing perfectly, even at arbitrarily close

spacing. The value of sc obtained from the fit includes effects of

decorrelation of the entire spectrum, not just the mode under

investigation, as no frequency filtering was performed in this

analysis. The correlation length kc is much longer than the physi-

cal array of BES chords and is probably not measured accurately

beyond the statement that kc � maxðDZÞ ¼ 9:6cm. Similarly,

sc is often much longer than the time window chosen. This anal-

ysis was repeated for many sequential overlapping time win-

dows to build a time history of vp ¼ 2pf=k and other quantities.

The data were not frequency filtered before this analysis because

“the mode” strongly dominates the fit in Eq. (B1) and the fre-

quency changes during the slowdown and the mode could

escape the filtering window. A windowed Fourier transform was

calculated and from this the mode amplitude at f was found at

each time-slice. The result is qualitatively the same as averaging

amplitude over a frequency range containing the mode and its

sidebands, such as taking the average amplitude in 40 < f <
80 kHz for each slice. The resulting histories are shown in Fig. 9

for a short time window just before the start of transition

activity.

Some of the BES chords experience clipping or saturation

during the hard back transition transients, but as the purpose

of this analysis is to track the motion of “blobs,” this should

not be a serious problem as the photodiodes used by BES55 do

not appear to suffer long lasting systematic changes to their

behavior after a saturation/clipping event (some light sensors

do become nonlinear near saturation and also can draw

enough current to heat themselves and change their gain with

effects persisting after saturation has ended, but that turns out

not to be a concern in this case). Indeed, it is clear from Fig. 8

and videos of BES fast intensity vs. R-Z that the vp lock is not

an artifact of clipping. Locking also occurs before the first

type-III ELM in soft H-L sequences and in these cases, clip-

ping is uncommon (because the change in density is not as

great), and still the behavior is the same.

APPENDIX C: CALCULATION OF LOCAL
WAVENUMBER

Local wavenumber kij may be calculated using the two

point technique:56

Gij fð Þ ¼ F
i Fj

/ij fð Þ ¼ atan
Im Gijð Þ
Re Gijð Þ

 !

kij fð Þ ¼
/ij fð Þ
Zi � Zj

(C1)

where F
i is the complex conjugate of the Fourier transform

of the normalized (~n=n) signal from chord i, /ij is the phase

delay between chords i and j limited to �p < / < p, and Gij

FIG. 18. Method of calculating decorrelation rate xT from BES data. (a)

Cross correlation function (red) between two vertically separated chords

with Hilbert envelope overlaid in black. The envelope peak is marked with a

blue diamond and the peak envelope value and delay at this peak are meas-

ured by blue with arrows. (b) The peak from the left plot is plotted here

along with similar measurements from other chord pairs; blue symbols with

red labels. The point calculated from the left plot is marked with a diamond

and coordinate label. The data are fit to CðtdelayÞ ¼ Cmax expð�jtdelay xT jÞ
(black curve) and xT is recorded. Shot 154754 2370.0-2435.5 ms. Example

uses BES column 6. For chord positions, see Fig. 4.
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is the cross-power spectrum between the chords. This opera-

tion is repeated on all of the unique chord pairs in a column,

excluding i¼ j. A dispersion diagram (Fig. 10) can be made

from the histogram of k and f values, where the total power

in each bin, rather than just the number of samples, is

counted. While the method of fitting sinusoids to time

delayed cross correlation functions was useful for identifying

the characteristics of the dominant frequency component,

this method reveals the behavior of k and vp at different fre-

quencies. In general, BES is not equally sensitive to all

wavenumbers and a spatial transfer function can be used to

correct the k spectrum. However, the transfer function is

essentially flat38 for kz < 1 cm�1, so no correction is needed

when studying the MPM.

APPENDIX D: COORDINATE MAPPING
UNCERTAINTIES IN DIII-D

Data from BES and Thomson Scattering (TS) are

mapped to wN using a simple equilibrium reconstruction (JT

EFIT).39 However, this is not perfect due to uncertainties in

the positions of diagnostic chords, errors in the reconstruc-

tion due to 3D error fields, and finite lifetime of the excita-

tion state of injected neutral atoms. The data in Fig. 11 have

been corrected for alignment issues as follows: The foot of

the Te pedestal, as determined by a tanh fit,21 is assumed to

be at the separatrix and the Thomson profiles [Figs. 11(b)

and 11(c)] are shifted outward by 2%wN to enforce this. The

BES data [Fig. 11(a)] are shifted outward as well on the basis

that excited beam ions have a finite lifetime and the delay

between excitation and emission translates to an inward shift

in position. The magnitude of this shift is expected to be

about 0.66 cm (�3 ns lifetime� 2.2 mm/ns for 50 keV beam

energy),38 which translates to about 2% in wN. Absolute error

in the measurements of the BES array’s position37 could be

�5mm (because of the way the chords are secured in a com-

mon mounting bracket,57 uncertainty in the relative positions

between chords should be negligible).
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